DISCOVERING THE FUEL THAT POWERS THE GREEN REVOLUTION

ABOUT SCOTCH CREEK VENTURES INC.
Scotch Creek is a Lithium exploration company focused on acquiring and developing key North American Lithium properties. Scotch Creek's mission is to become a best-in-class lithium exploration company situated in one of the hottest lithium districts in the world, Clayton Valley, Nevada.

SITUATED FOR SUCCESS

STRATEGIC ASSETS
Substantial Footprint with two of the largest projects in the Clayton Valley

PROVEN LITHIUM JURISDICTION
Clayton Valley, Nevada, has become a North American hotspot for lithium exploration.

KEY GLOBAL RESOURCE
Lithium is the key resource fuelling the green revolution.

THE CLAYTON VALLEY LITHIUM RUSH

SCOTCH CREEK VENTURES
HIGHLANDS WEST
Highlands West is Scotch Creek’s flagship Clayton Valley lithium project. The project spans across 298 placer claims, totaling 5,960 acres, and is located on the southeast side of southern Clayton Valley.

ALBEMARLE
SILVER PEAK
Albemarle Corporation (NYSE: ALB) Silver Peak is the only lithium-producing mine in North America.

PURE ENERGY
CLAYTON VALLEY PROJECT
Pure Energy Minerals (TSX-V: PE) has entered into an agreement with energy giant Schlumberger to further develop its lithium brine production.

SCOTCH CREEK VENTURES
MACALLAN EAST
Macallan East is an early-stage lithium project, spanning across 159 placer claims, totaling 3,180 acres, and is located on the southeast side of southern Clayton Valley.
MANAGEMENT

DAVID RYAN
CEO
Over 26 years of experience in public markets, with a successful track record of IPOs and financings.

LOGAN ANDERSON
CFO
Over 40 years of experience in public markets spanning mineral exploration, technology, bioscience, and fintech.

ADDITIONAL MANAGEMENT

BERNIE HOING
Director
Experienced entrepreneur and corporate leader with over 25 years of experience in the construction industry.

DONALD ARCHIBALD
Director
Experienced entrepreneur with extensive involvement in the junior mining and exploration capital markets.

TECHNICAL EXPERTS

BOB MARVIN
P.Geo
Veteran geologist with substantial experience in lithium exploration. His recent contribution at Cypress Development Corp was instrumental in the discovery of a multi-billion tonne lithium resource.

MATT VITALE
P.G.
Experienced geologist with a technical background in Hydrogeology. Mr. Vitale has assisted various companies in their lithium brine advancements.

MARKET CAP/ ACRE COMPARISON

"Scotch Creek's total land package is greater than Cypress, Noram, and Enertopia combined."

CAPITAL STRUCTURE & SHARE INFORMATION

CONTACT US

1140-625 Howe Street St., Vancouver
British Columbia, Canada V6C 2T6
ryan@plutusbridge.com
www.scotch-creek.com
Tel: (604) 862-2793